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Waiting for Biblioburro (featuring a lovely, evocative narration by Monica Brown and John Parra's equally charming accompanying illustration) is an inspiring and thought-provoking tale of a librarian in Colombia who delivers and distributes his library books, not from the distribution of the table building, not
even from a motorized bookmobile, but with the help of two trusted mules, Alpha and Beto (the first two letters). And of course, Waiting for Bibliloburro is also SW Waiting Biblioburro (featuring a lovely, evocative narration by Monica Brown and John Parra's equally charming accompanying illustrations) is
an inspiring and thought-provoking story about a librarian in Colombia who delivers and distributes his library books, not from the table distribution building, not even from a motorized bookmobile, but with the help of two trusted mules, Alpha and Beto (two trusted mules, and a two-year-old. And of course,
Waiting for Bibliloburro is also a sweet and satisfying story about a little girl named Ana who loves stories (los cuentos) and patiently waits for the library to come back, wearing gifts of books, new ideas, new cuentos, new tales she can read for herself and then tell, tell about them to her family, but in
particular her little brother. Given that many of us (both children and adults, and especially in North America and Western Europe) seem to take books and the availability of books, libraries very much for granted, Waiting for the Biblioburo is a good story to demonstrate that even today, in many parts of the
world, books are not only considered special and precious, they are often expensive and much harder to obtain, both for buying and borrowing. Many if not most of us just order our books at the local library and then go and pick them up a few days, sometimes even just a few hours later (but for kids like
Ana, there are no libraries, no books are readily available, and these kids should depend on brave and resourceful librarians to personally deliver precious library books on horseback, riding mules, walking, etc.). Waiting for Biblioburro feels both authentic and realistic (the liberal use of Spanish throughout
the text increases this perception of authenticity, and provides some basic instructions on Spanish in a fun and unobtrusive way). The reader empathizes with Ana, feeling and appreciating her longing for books and more and more books (I almost feel as if I am Ana, patiently waiting for the library bureau
to return). And, of course, a person also empathizes with the librarian (his love for books, study and learning, to deliver the joy of reading, the gift of education to children, the people of the village of Ana, almost palpable, warm, pleasant and just a wonderful blanket of security as a feeling). Now I don't
think that by themselves, John Parra folk art-type illustrations will be personal favorites (and I have to agree my friend GR Cheryl, that oversized head is definitely more than a little without putting). However, combined with the presented story of Monica Brown, the illustrations actually and fully provide the
perfect addition to the text as a mirror image of the latter, as well as providing a warm and authentic palette, tables of Colombian culture, life and traditions. ... More Page 2 Social Justice and El Biblioburro to Learn Spanish Classy Language can open a student's eyes to social issues around the world. In
rural Colombia, the teacher and advocate of children, Luis Soriano, brings books to students who have limited access to them. Traveling through schools throughout La Magdalena with its donkey library, or El Biblioburro, Soriano exposes young students to literacy and a love of reading. After learning
about this grassroots project, Spanish students can learn about geography, socioeconomic inequality and history by participating in class projects to improve the lives of others. Resources for teaching topics of social justice in the WL class: Book: Words and Action: Teaching languages through the lens of
social justice Cassandra Glynn, Pamela Wesely, and Beth Vassell (free e-book for ACTFL members). The brochure: Global Competence for an Inclusive World, OECD Report. PowerPoint: Concordia Seminar: Learning WL Topics through the Lens of Social Justice. Webinar: Opening windows in the world
through social justice education. Blog: Cult of pedagogy - collecting resources for learning social justice; Designed for English-speaking classes, but a good collection of materials/background information. Resources for teaching about El Biblioburro: Read an article in The Journal of Language: The
Surprising Case of the El Biblioburo. Browse PowerPoint and the handout from this presentation to review this thematic block. Download the 15-page thematic block for students: El Biblioburro y Colombia. Visit my Pinterest board with resources and images about Biblioburro. Share videos in English and
Spanish about Biblioburro from this YouTube playlist. Watch this BBC video (in Spanish with English subtitles) about Biblioburro. Two photobooks in English and Spanish can be shared with students: Blog of the Library Bureau - This is the official blog of the Library Foundation. There are beautiful photos
(such as the three photos above), posts about various projects, and others to report on this site. Entertainment for Spanish teachers celebrates the 20th anniversary of the Biblioburo with an excellent TPRS ready story complete with illustrations along with sheets - fabuloso! Veinte Mundos - Amazing
digital magazine has produced an article titled Bibliobureau: La Incre'ble Labor de un Profesor Colombiano. Included is a 9-minute audio report on Biblioburro with a full transcript and highlighted vocabulary. There is a lenguaje tab with issues of understanding; multimedia tab with video and links, as well
as viaja tab background background Colombia. This site is a whole themed block in itself! OVER the Library: Donkey Library - This site from PBS and the POV series (Point of View) has many incredible resources for learning and teaching about Biblioburro. Some of the highlights include: Lesson Plan -
Volunteer to Meet Local Literacy Needs; a complete lesson that includes goals, activities, expansions, resources and standards. Take action! Learn how to donate books to Luis Soriano and his Library Foundation. Gallery - Many photos taken during the filming of the documentary. Colors Magazine is a
fantastic graphic novel about Luis Soriano and the Biblioburo, part of a series about superheroes. It's in English, but it can make an interesting project for students to create their own dialogue in Spanish by leaking English text. Every day the hero is a blog post from Spanish teacher Shannon O'Shea
about Luis Soriano. Shannon drew a beautiful image of the Bibliobureau that would make a great handout for students! Spanish Cuentos - Profe Klein from SpanishCuentos.com has some excellent printables, maps, posters, and readers who center around that Colombia. Among them: Peter Wa
Colombia - a simple reader for the beginning of Spanish students who tells the story of a boy who takes a trip to Colombia and meets Biblioburro along the way! Biblioburro Print (below right) - a fun activity for kids to print, cut, and assemble so they can have their own Luis and burro! Biblioburro coloring
page (bottom left) - created for our primary Spanish school students with a charming illustration from Peter va a Colombia (with permission Profe Klein - Gracias, Profe!) Order printed materials, guides for teachers and more. How to order Tell us how the curriculum works in your classroom and send us
corrections or suggestions to improve it. Leave feedback These CCS standards discussed in this lesson:RL.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of the text, directly referring to the text as the basis for the answers. RL.3.2: Recounting stories including fables, tales and myths of
different cultures; identify a central message, lesson or morality and explain how it is conveyed through the key details in the text. RL.3.3: Describe the characters in the story (such as their traits, motives, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events. I can determine the
essence of waiting for the Library Bureau. (RL.3.1, RL.3.3) I can identify the central message, lesson, or morality of waiting for the Library. (RL.3.2) Reading for Gist and recounting history: Waiting for the Bibliobureau (RL.3.1, RL.3.2, RL.3.3) Consider whether students may be sensitive to the issues this
book raises based on cultural background and family history. Consider explaining to families that this book will be read aloud to students so that they can appropriately prepare them and discuss it afterwards. Preparation:Experience with Call Anchor Charts, Close Readers Do These Things Anchor Chart,
Strategies to Answer Selected Answers Anchor Chart, and Overcoming Learning Problems Anchor Chart (see supporting materials). A map of the world of great class showing the countries of the world and pins for the class to start adding countries of people they encounter in the texts they read. Place
the pin in your location. A small label with the title of the book and the author attach to the pin and place on the world map. It should be big enough to see, but not too big to hide too many cards. Justice sticks by collecting Popsicle sticks and writing one student's name on each. Browse the Think-Pair-
Share and Say Something protocols. (Refer to the Class Protocols document for the full version of the protocol.) Message: Learning goals. Supports guided in part CA ELD Standard 3.I.B.6 Important points in the lesson the basic design of this lesson supports ELLs with the opportunity to celebrate
cultural, linguistic and educational diversity; ease in the new complex text, Waiting for Biblioburro, reading for the essence with the support of a graphic organizer; Look out and enjoy how Monica Brown, the Peruvian-American author of Waiting for the Biblioburo, sprinkles English with Spanish. and
develop the ability and strategies of testing as part of showing what they understand about the book. ELLs can prove difficult to understand the essence of Waiting Biblioburro after the first two reads in class and then complete the catcher's note. For specific suggestions, you can see support levels and
the Student Needs column. Explain to students the purpose and purpose of Conversation Cues and that they should listen carefully to them, as they will respond to Conversation Cues throughout this curriculum. Support Levels For easier support: Invite students to explore how and why the author uses
Spanish while waiting for Biblioburro. (to celebrate bilingualism, reflect Anna's native language, and provide English translation in another language, making history more interesting and meaningful) Before providing frames of sentences or additional modeling, watch the students interact and let the
students struggle. Provide support frameworks and demonstrations only after they have accomplished the task. Watch the areas in which they are fighting for appropriate support. Encourage students to create their own graphic organizer or story map to frame character, settings, motivation, challenge, and
decision-up Biblioburro.For heavier support: While reading for the essence, distribute partially filled in a copy of Reading for Gist and recounting history: Waiting for Biblioburro. This will allow students with models for the kind of information they need to enter, as well as reduce the amount of form required.
While reading for the sik, stop often to check for understanding. If necessary, paraphrase events in a more Language. Dictate lines for students to read so that they practice using verbal language. Show a short video or a series of photos to create a foundation for reading. (Example: Show this video about
the real library). Discuss Soriano's problems and solutions briefly. Multiple representation tools: This lesson requires students to use reading for Gist and recounting the story of a note spectacle to help guide their reading. Make sure the note-catcher is available to all students by offering multiple
representation formats. For example, repeat, paraphrase, or elaborate on the questions in the catcher note to provide an oral view in addition to the textual view. Also consider including lines of boxed note catcher to support students who may need extra help with fine motor skills. Multiple means of action
and expression: The focus of this lesson is to support students' understanding of the new text, while waiting for Biblioburro. Consider ways to support them as they fight this new text. Examples: Provide pre-written sticky notes with different icty options that they can match by reading for Gist and
recounting the story: Waiting for Biblioburro. Encourage students who are still unsure of the text to paraphrase their peers' responses to Closing and Score A.Multiple Means participation: Build a student excitement about the new text by introducing information from multiple media sources about Colombia.
This may include representations of Colombian culture such as art, music, dance or literature. This will help create interaction so that students invest in solving complex text. It will also provide another means of representation to create background knowledge and promote greater understanding. Key:
Lesson-specific (L); Text-specific vocabulary (T); Vocabulary Used in Writing (W) Steering Issues Anchor Chart (beginning in lesson 1)Waiting for Biblioburro (book; one for display; for the teacher to read aloud)World map (one for display)Labeled contact (one for display; see Teaching Notes)Compass
points (one for display)Work to become ethical people anchor charts (beginning in lesson 2)Experiences with Overcoming Problems Anchor Chart (new; co-created with students during the opening A)Equity sticks (class set; one on student) Anchor Chart (new; created by teacher; see supporting
materials)Reading for Gist and recounting history: Waiting for Biblioburro (one per student and one for display)Reading for Gist Guide: Waiting for the Biboburo (for teacher links)Reading for Gist and recounting history: Waiting for Biblioburro (e.g. teacher links) Strategies to answer the selected questions.
Jointly created with students while working, for teacher links)Overcoming the challenges of learning anchor charts (new; teacher created; see see Materials) Overcoming the challenges of anchor diagram learning (for example, for teacher references) Each unit in the 3-5 Language Arts curriculum has two
standards based on the scores built in, one mid-unit score and one-end unit evaluation. The module ends with the task of improving performance at the end of group 3 to synthesize their understanding of what they have achieved with a standard-supported letter. Image copyright © 2013-2020 el
Education, New York, NY. Ny. waiting for the biblioburro vocabulary. vocabulary words for waiting for the biblioburro
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